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Rogue Trailer

Premieres Wednesday, April 3 at 9 p.m. ET/PT. only on DIRECTV's Audience Network.



ROGUE revolves around Grace (THANDIE NEWTON), a morally and emotionally-‐conflicted undercover detective who is tormented by the possibility that her own actions contributed to her son's mysterious death. In her quest for the truth, Grace finds herself striking out on her own and falling deeper into the city's most powerful and dangerous crime family.



As Grace struggles to become the wife and mother her family now needs, her life is further complicated by a forbidden relationship with crime boss Jimmy Laszlo (MARTON CSOKAS). In order to stay alive, Grace needs to help Jimmy find the traitor in his midst, while knowing he may have played a part in her tragedy.



A smart, complex, character-‐led thriller, ROGUE explores loss, grief, identity, family bonds, second chances and redemption. Both Grace and Jimmy not only struggle with who they are, they struggle with who they want to be. Both cross the line -- morally, emotionally, sexually -- with devastating consequences for their own lives and those around them.
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